Planed accomplishments for upcoming 3 months

- Finish Pepperwood site construction, weather permitting. (12/03) (see next slide)
- Ongoing CCD testing as long as the weather holds up.
- Redo the GLAST and GTN websites. (12/03)
- Script for 1 new Space Mystery (01/04)
- Draft of the GLAST SLAC Virtual Visitor Center Tour (02/04)
- Finish reviews of TOPS Module #2 (03/04)
- Begin principal photography for PBS show (02/04)
Significant accomplishments for November and December

- NASA HQ issued a press release on the New Educator Ambassadors.
- Finishing Pepperwood site construction, the dome is installed and the electrical system is the next step.
- Sarah Silva presented an Active Galaxies Workshop at the NSTA regional in Reno, NV. ~70 teachers attended the workshop.
- Phil Plait attended American Geophysical Society (AGU) conference, and presented an E/PO poster about the group and its elements.

- Created a mission patch and stickers for GLAST.
• Accomplishment continued
  – Created a GLAST mission trading card game.

• Schedule Variances
  – There is a schedule variance of $76k ahead, we are not really ahead we are just continuing to work at a reasonable rate.

• Schedule recovery plan
  – We are on schedule and continue to keep on task.

• Cost Variances
  – There are no variances to report on this month.